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8D7N YUNNAN JIANSHUI + HUIZE 

KUNMING / JIANSHUI / SHILIN / HUIZE （LCN8KJ） 

 
Day 1 KUALA LUMPUR – KUNMING (MOB/D)                                         H: Kunming Golden Eagle Hotel or SML 
Assemble at Kuala Lumpur International Airport for your flight to the capital city of Yunnan – Kunming. After dinner, 
transfer to hotel and check in. 

 
Day 2 KUNMING – CHENGJIANG – JIANSHUI (B/L/D)                                  H: JianShui Lin An Hotel or SML 
After breakfast, a head to Chengjiang and visit the Fuhai Bay Wetland. On one side is the sparkling and crystal-clear 
waters of Fuxian Lake, while on the other side, there is an endless sea of flowers covering the entire lakeshore. This 
should be the most beautiful combination of flowers and the sea. After lunch, visit the Lotus Manor. "Lotus leaves 
reach to the sky, endless green; the lotus flowers reflect the sun, uniquely red.”. With thousands of acres of lotus 
ponds, the manor is filled with lotus flowers from July to August every year. Stepping into the manor, a gentle breeze 
carries the refreshing fragrance of lotus flowers, creating a serene, comfortable, and tranquil beauty. Then a head to 
Jianshui. After dinner, go to the must-visit Jianshui Purple Pottery Street in the famous night market, and 
experience the human warmth and fireworks of the ancient city of Lin'an. 
Note: The flowering period of lotus will be adjusted every year due to the climate conditions of that year. The 
specific viewing effect depends on the weather conditions of that year. 
 
Day 3 JIANSHUI (B/L/D)                                                                                      H: JianShui Lin An Hotel or SML 
After breakfast, proceed to Jianshui Ancient Town Train Station and board the Meter-Gauge train (stopping at: 
Lin'an Station, Shuanglongqiao Station, Xianghui Station, and ending at Tuanshan Station), experiencing the retro 
charm of wooden carriages resembling those from the Republic of China era while enjoying the pastoral scenery 
along the way. After lunch, visit the popular photo spot, the Photos of Ant House. Explore the "Dian Nan Da Guan 
Yuan" - Zhu Family Garden. Tour Jianshui Lin'an Ancient Town (Hanlin Street, Lin'an Road), pass by the 
Chaoyang Tower, and experience the leisurely charm of Dian Nan time. 
 
Day 4 JIANSHUI - SHILIN (B/L/D)                                                                         H: Yiliang Ramada Hotel or SML 
After breakfast, visit the filming location of "A Bite of China" - the "First Well in Southern Yunnan" - Daban Well, and 
the century-old tofu workshop. Witness the traditional handmade tofu-making process in Jianshui, and taste freshly 
made tofu pudding, soy milk, and fried tofu skin. Later, coach to Shilin, have lunch upon arrival, and then explore 
Xinglin Daguanyuan: Heshi Jing Stone Forest Scenic Area, Five Major National Medicine Exposition Halls, and 
Xinglin Zen Temple. Admire the peculiar stone sinkholes and learn about traditional Chinese medicine culture. 
Legend has it that "Heshi Jing" was created by the Eight Immortals. This area exhibits typical karst landforms with 
towering stone columns, presenting a unique and graceful landscape. Compared to the Big Stone Forest, Small Stone 
Forest, and Naigu Stone Forest, the peculiar stones here have a distinct charm, with profound historical allusions and 
endless fascination. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tour Highlight  

• Jianshui Lin'an Ancient Town visit the ancient houses with the architectural style of the Ming Dynasty 

• Visit Fruit Picking Orchard Enjoy the outdoor activity and the pleasure of picking fresh fruits.  

• The filming location of "A Bite of China - Daban Well, and the century-old tofu workshop. 

• The Dahaicao Mountain Scenic Area, often referred to as the "Hulunbuir on the Plateau."  

• Visit Wangguan Wetland Park to admire the romantic seas of hydrangea flowers.  

• Visit Lin'an Ancient City to feel the leisurely charm of southern Yunnan 

Specialty Meal 

✓ Fuzhaolou ‘Ancient Dian’ Flavor ✓ Wild mushroom Hot pot ✓ BBQ✓ ‘Cross Bridge’ Rice Noodle 

✓ Steam Pot Banquet 
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Day 5 YILIANG - HUIZE (B/L/D)                                                                               H: YiLiang Ramada Hotel or SML  
After breakfast, proceed to a fruit picking orchard (including entrance fee and free tasting). Fruits available 
from July to August include grapes, yellow peaches, pomegranates, and hawthorns (If you wish to 
purchases, prices will be based on the current market rate and expenses will be covered by yourself.) Later, 
coach to a popular flower garden restaurant for lunch, immersing yourself in the succulent world reminiscent of "Little 
Lijiang." After lunch, drive to Huize, visit Huize Park, and explore the Guinness World Record sculpture of the 
world's largest and heaviest metal ancient coin "Jiajing Tongbao." Experience the fun of "drilling through the coin  
eye" and "inviting wealth." 
(the fruit season mentioned is only for reference, and the specific fruit varieties depend on the weather 
conditions of the year). 
 

Day 6 HUIZE (B/L/B)                                                                                       H: Huize Ramada Hotel or SML 
After breakfast, explore the Dahaicao Mountain Scenic Area, often referred to as the "Hulunbuir on the Plateau." 
Visit scenic spots like Rhino Viewing Point, Millstone Mountain, Drip Rock Observation Deck, and Little Rhino Scenic 
Area. After lunch, visit the residence of Tang Jiyao, the supreme commander of the Jingguo Allied Forces in the 
three provinces of Sichuan, Yunnan, and Guizhou, and the first governor of Yunnan (closed on Mondays). Walk to 
the famous Ming and Qing merchant guild - Huize Jiangxi Guild Hall. After dinner, check into the hotel and rest. 
 

Day 7 HUIZE – KUNMING (B/L/D)                                                             H: Kunming Golden Eagle Hotel or SML 
After breakfast, coach back to Kunming. After lunch, head to Wangguan Wetland Park to admire the romantic 
seas of hydrangea flowers. (Note: The flowering period may be adjusted based on the weather conditions each 
year). Proceed to visit Guandu Ancient Town and explore the Vajrasana Pagoda at Miaozhan Temple. Enjoy a 
complimentary tasting of two local delicacies in Guandu - "Guandu Babao" and "Doumian Tangyuan," traditional 
Kunming folk snacks with a century-long history. 

 
Day 8 KUNMING – KUALA LUMPUR (B/L/MOB)  
After breakfast, proceed to visit Jinmabiji Square and Nanping Pedestrian Street. Proceed to Kunming's 
century-old Qianwang Street for free time. After lunch, transfer to the airport for your flight to Malaysia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarks: Revisions, if any, in itinerary are subject to the Company’s Terms and Conditions. In particular, the 
Customer is requested to note the following: Itinerary may be subject to change due to circumstances 
beyond the Company’s control. Accommodation in designated cities is subject to room availability. Sequence 
of itinerary may be subject to change. Different tour groups may be merged. Proposed changes, if any, that 
are not accepted will be subject to the refund provisions set out in the Terms and Conditions.  
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